Empowering our clients with
cutting-edge technology to meet
future healthcare needs today.

Our Mission
It’s simple -- to create the most advanced,
intuitive technology solutions that enable healthcare providers
to focus on more important things: their practice and their patients.

PRACTICE MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS
IMS MANAGER

IMS CLINICAL

Increase productivity and revenue
with IMS Manager, a practice
management solution designed to
manage authorizations and
referrals, revenue cycle, MU
count, and more.

IMS Clinical allows you to
see your patients quickly
and efficiently while
maintaining high quality of
patient care.

CLINICAL MOBILITY
IMSGo
Your practice−Accessible everywhere. IMSGo, a mobile EHR solution, is
designed to expand the potential and accessibility of your EHR. With
IMSGo, you can schedule and maintain appointments, record visit notes,
and much more!

PATIENT ENGAGEMENT
IMS CAREPORTAL

IMS PATIENT APP

Engage patients in their own
healthcare with IMS CarePortal,
an online patient portal that
allows your patients to view,
download, and transmit records
online. Equip your patients with
tools such as patient forms,
messaging, online bill payment,
appointment request features,
and much more.

Optimized for mobile devices,
IMS Patient App allows your
patients to view their health
records, send requests for
prescription refills, and manage
their bill payments. Patients can
also view scheduled
appointments, request new
appointments, and communicate
with your clinic securely through
its integrated messaging feature.

COMMUNICATION
IMS INTOUCH
Reduce the number of missed appointments with IMS InTouch, an email and text
messaging tool that automates the process of appointment confirmation. Notify patients
of upcoming or missed appointments and any new notes, reminders, and more.

Industry Solutions
Stay ahead of the curve by meeting your demands,
maintaining compliance with industry regulations and standards.

MEANINGFUL USE
We help you achieve meaningful use objectives and receive financial incentives while
improving quality, efficiency, and reducing health disparities.

BRIDGES TO EXCELLENCE
Increase revenue while doing what you do best—caring for your patients. Join
Meditab’s BTE program and beome a BTE-recognized provider. Make your BTE
data-submission less tedious through Meditab’s BTE program, and receive
pay-per-performance bonuses and other incentives with confidence. Meditab is a
certified data aggregator for BTE Diabetes and Asthma programs.

HEALTH INFORMATION EXCHANGE
Exchange data accurately, securely, and quickly. Increase your practice’s
ability to meet the meaningful use objectives with our HIE solutions that
connect you to a broad range of healthcare providers.

PHYSICIAN QUALITY REPORTING SYSTEM
Improve the overall quality of medical records with IMS, supporting the
PQRS program and offering registry report generation.

ELECTRONIC PRESCRIPTION OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES
IMS EPCS offers a simple solution to manage identity proofing processes,
perform two-factor authentication processes, and apply digital signatures
when submitting prescriptions for controlled substances.

Unlimited Support
Unlimited support, day or night.
Meditab’s support team works around the
clock to offer the support you need when you need it.

24/6 SUPPORT (PHONE & WEB)
Reach live agents 24/6.

MEDITAB BLOG
Stay updated with the latest information in healthcare and the emerging features
and benefits offered by IMS.

LUNCH AND LEARN WEBINARS
Learn what IMS offers by joining our free online webinars, view product
demonstrations, and ask our team of experts how we can help with the challenges
your practice is facing.

USER GROUP CONFERENCES
Connect with Meditab experts by joining our annual user group conference. Expand
your knowledge of IMS and the solutions Meditab offers through learning sessions
and a robust hands-on lab track while networking with other professionals.

IMS UNIVERSITY
Improve your skills at your own pace using our completely online resource library
that contains a wide range of comprehensive user manuals, cheat sheets, FAQs,
and video tutorials.
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